
• A rare speaker who goes beyond motivation to transformation
•  Founder/CEO of fastest growing consumer products company
•  3-time Navy SEAL platoon commander
• Author, Be Unstoppable and Unstoppable Teams

Alden Mills—who speaks from the intersection of CEO and Navy SEAL—shares true-life stories 
and frameworks that have real power to drive change. Alden is a passionate leader with abundant 
charisma, genuine empathy, and a teacher’s heart. You will hear this on the precall—when Alden 
will listen deeply to your goals so he can tailor a keynote to fit your needs. Then he will prepare 
a speech that becomes an unforgettable experience. When your attendees depart, they will leave 
inspired, equipped, and ready to start achieving superior outcomes. A L D E N - M I L L S . C O M

K E Y N O T E S W H AT  P E O P L E  A R E  S AY I N G
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BUILD UNSTOPPABLE TEAMS
4 ESSENTIAL ACTIONS OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE LEADERSHIP
In today’s hard-charging world, your success is determined 
by your ability to lead others. Are you doing enough to 
engage your people and create an unstoppable team? 

Alden—CEO of Inc.’s fastest-growing consumer 
products company and a #1-ranked Navy 

SEAL platoon commander—has distilled 
team building into a new framework: 

C.A.R.E. bridges the gap between the 
outcomes you need and the team to 

achieve them. Audiences learn how to 
apply C.A.R.E. as well as “the 10X 

advantage.” You’ll soon be better 
equipped to lead others to their 

greatest levels of success.

BE UNSTOPPABLE
SECRETS AND SCIENCE OF PERSISTENCE
Winning seldom comes easily. In fact success can be a 
mystery. Why do some people amaze even themselves 
with what they accomplish—while others never reach their 
potential? The answers require more than buzzwords and 

feel-good phrases. Thanks to 25 years in business 
and the military, Alden is uniquely able to teach 

others how to persist for greater success. In 
this motivational keynote, he shares the 3 

essential ingredients for transformational 
wins in work and in life. At a time when 

audiences hunger for authenticity 
and actionable help, you need 

the real deal—Alden Mills.

AUDIENCES
Leaders and organizations seeking fresh focus and 
frameworks to help their people achieve exceptional 
outcomes.

B R I N G  A L D E N  T O  Y O U R  O R G A N I Z AT I O N

“Absolutely incredible! A life-changing experience.”
—WFG of Transamerica

“Alden set the tone—then stole the show.”
—Verne Harnish, Fortune’s ScaleUp Summit

“Best we’ve ever had.”
—USAA Federal Savings

“Alden connected with the hearts and minds of my organization. 
A perfect exclamation point to wrap up a leadership conference.” 

—Cox Communications

“Alden is an All-Star!”
—San Francisco Giants

“The best commencement speaker we’ve had.”
—Case Western School of Medicine

“Recommended for anyone looking to take their 
business to the next level.” 

—State Farm

“Our team left motivated, recharged, and ready.”
—Ariat International

“Fantastic storyteller who tied his messaging to our company.”
—F.W. Webb

“Alden Mills has the whole package.”
—Marriott Global Events Director

“Alden’s message was perfectly-tailored to our organization.”
—LG Electronics 

“Exactly what we needed. Alden made a difference in our lives.”
—Select Comfort (NASDAQ)

“We hired Alden for a 4-city tour. The best speaker we’ve had!”
—Lennox International


